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Dear Mr. Doucet: 
 
Re: Application under Part 1 of the CRTC Rules of Practice and Procedure by Timeless 

Inc. on behalf of OneSoccer, concerning an alleged breach of section 9 of the 
Broadcasting Distribution Regulations – ABRIDGED 

I. Introduction/Executive Summary 

1. Rogers Communications Canada Inc. (Rogers) is in receipt of the above-referenced 
application filed by Timeless Inc. (Timeless) under Part 1 of the CRTC Rules of Practice and 
Procedure wherein the applicant claims that Rogers Cable Inc. has breached section 9 of 
the Broadcasting Distribution Regulations (the Regulations) for not agreeing to distribute 
its exempt discretionary programming service branded OneSoccer.  Timeless has failed to 
identify the proper name of the Respondent to its Part 1 application.  Rogers Cable Inc. is 
not a licensee.  Despite that, we are filing this Answer to its application.  

2. Rogers submits that the application has no merit and should be summarily dismissed.   

3. Timeless has failed to discharge its burden under section 9 of the Regulations to 
demonstrate that Rogers has granted itself or an affiliate a preference or subjected 
Timeless and OneSoccer to a disadvantage.  With all due respect, the mere fact that 
Rogers has declined the request to distribute its niche discretionary service, OneSoccer, 
on our broadcasting distribution undertakings (BDUs) while continuing to distribute 
mainstream sports services operated by our affiliate Rogers Sports & Media (RSM) is 
grossly insufficient to establish any kind of preference or disadvantage under section 9 of 
the Regulations. 

4. Timeless’ inability to provide any credible evidence to support its undue preference claims 
confirms our view that the modest set of programming rights it has acquired for 
OneSoccer will have limited appeal to Canadian consumers.  In fact, by highlighting the 
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limited nature of the broadcast rights it holds and the fact that only one Canadian BDU 
(Telus) has agreed to distribute its service, Timeless has demonstrated that Rogers, like 
every other BDU in Canada, has valid commercial reasons for refusing to distribute the 
service.   

5. It is our submission that the Part 1 application contains no factual basis upon which the 
Commission could conclude that a preference or disadvantage has been conferred or 
granted by Rogers in this case.  That is true for the following reasons: 
• The Commission has put in place a comprehensive regulatory framework for BDUs with 

respect to the carriage of discretionary programming services, like OneSoccer.  Under 
that framework, discretionary services do not have access rights and a BDU has no 
obligation to distribute them.  Rogers operates our BDUs in full compliance with that 
framework. The Commission has consistently found that a BDU’s refusal to distribute a 
discretionary service does not constitute a preference or disadvantage.  Rogers has 
not, therefore, breached section 9 of the Regulations by refusing to distribute a service 
like OneSoccer on our BDUs. 

• OneSoccer is a niche discretionary service that is dedicated to Canadian soccer-related 
programming.  Unlike Sportsnet and Sportsnet One, it is not a mainstream sports 
service and does not have the same regulatory obligations as our affiliated services.  
Sportsnet and Sportsnet One are services that are fundamentally different from 
OneSoccer, in part because they broadcast only a nominal amount of soccer-related 
programming.  As such, OneSoccer does not compete in the same genre as Sportsnet 
and Sportsnet One and is not a comparable entity to any service affiliated with Rogers.   

• OneSoccer does not merit a dedicated linear channel on our BDUs because it offers 
little compelling programming and holds only a modest number of broadcast rights to 
games that our customers would want to watch. 

• With the exception of Telus, every other BDU operating in Canada (including every 
other independently-owned BDU) has not agreed to distribute OneSoccer.  Clearly, 
the overwhelming majority of Canadian BDUs share Rogers’ view that the 
programming offered on OneSoccer has limited value to consumers and does not 
merit distribution on the linear BDU platform in Canada. 

• In recent years, the rights to broadcast the games of almost all the major soccer 
leagues premier teams in the world have been acquired by over-the-top (OTT) services 
and are now available online.  Linear TV is no longer the primary platform Canadians 
use to watch soccer games.  OneSoccer is already available to all Canadian consumers 
online via its OneSoccer app ($10/month – https://shop.onesoccer.ca/) and via FuboTV 
($20/month – https://www.fubo.tv/welcome).  

• Issuing an order pursuant to section 9 of the Regulations mandating Rogers to 
distribute OneSoccer would establish an inappropriate precedent because it would 
encourage discretionary services in all genres genres to make similar claims against 
vertically-integrated BDUs.  It would open the floodgates to such claims and thereby 
undermine the regulatory framework for the carriage of discretionary services that was 
established by the Commission in 2015.  The entire industry would return to an era of 
access rights and mandatory carriage as discretionary service after discretionary service 

https://shop.onesoccer.ca/
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would follow in OneSoccer’s footsteps and file undue preference claims against BDUs 
for refusing to carry their services. 

6. In light of the above, and as discussed in more detail below, it is incorrect for Timeless to 
claim that Rogers has preferred itself or an affiliate and subjected OneSoccer to a 
disadvantage in these circumstances.  The evidence it relies on in its Part 1 application is 
clearly an insufficient basis upon which a preference or disadvantage could be established.   

7. As such, Timeless has failed to discharge the burden it has under section 9 of the 
Regulations and its Part 1 application must, therefore, be dismissed. 

II. The CRTC’s regulatory framework does not require BDUs to distribute specific 
discretionary services 

8. In its Part 1 application, Timeless conveniently ignores the Commission’s extensive and 
detailed regulatory framework governing the distribution of both licensed and exempt 
discretionary programming services by BDUs.  That regulatory framework, which is found 
in sections 18 to 27 of the Regulations, does not include an access right for exempt 
discretionary services, nor does it require a BDU to distribute any discretionary service that 
has not been granted mandatory carriage under section 9(1)(h) of the Broadcasting Act.   

9. Rogers is operating our BDUs in a manner that fully complies with the current regulatory 
framework, including the right to choose whether to distribute a discretionary service.  The 
Commission has consistently and repeatedly concluded that BDUs have the right to 
decide which discretionary services they offer on their distribution systems.  

10. In fact, BDUs have never been required to distribute an exempt discretionary (pay or 
specialty) TV service under any regulatory framework adopted by the Commission.  Even 
prior to 2015, when most licensed pay and specialty services had an access right, exempt 
pay and specialty services did not.    

11. In 2013, the Commission dismissed a Part 1 application claiming undue preference, which 
was almost identical to the current Part 1 application filed by Timeless.  A company called 
NB Spring and Manufacturing Ltd. (NB Spring) claimed that Rogers’ refusal to distribute its 
exempt Category B specialty service, Caribbean Circuit Television (CCT), violated section 9 
of the Regulations.1  In that case, the applicant argued that Rogers had subjected it to a 
disadvantage and had given a preference to other programming services (both foreign 
and Canadian) that were competing with CCT. 

12. In rejecting the complaint, the Commission found that Rogers had neither subjected NB 
Spring to a disadvantage nor given a preference to other programming services.  It 
emphasized that NB Spring had failed to discharge its onus under section 9 of the 
Regulations, which required it to demonstrate that Rogers’ decision not to distribute CCT 
constituted a preference or disadvantage.  As stated by the Commission: 

 
1 ARCHIVED - Broadcasting Decision CRTC 2013-508 | CRTC (Decision 2013-508). 

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2013/2013-508.htm?_ga=2.244535877.1779905790.1653062769-486542674.1652197605
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15. The first issue that the Commission must address is whether Rogers has 
subjected NB Spring to a disadvantage or has given a preference to operators of 
other programming services. 

16. To date, the Commission has generally applied a rather flexible approach and 
has not placed a particularly high burden on complainants to demonstrate a 
preference or disadvantage. With the introduction of reverse onus, however, it is 
important that applicants provide sufficient information and evidence to support 
any claim of preference or disadvantage. 

17. In the present case, NB Spring has provided very few details to support its 
undue preference claim. The Commission also notes that the additions of 
CaribVision and CEEN to the List were approved according to the Commission’s 
normal practices. The applications were published for comment on the 
Commission’s website. NB Spring did not intervene, and CaribVision and CEEN 
were authorized for distribution in Broadcasting Public Notice 2007-42 and 
Broadcasting Decision 2012-259. There was no obligation for any party, including 
Rogers, to notify NB Spring of these applications. Accordingly, Rogers cannot be 
held responsible for NB Spring’s failure to comment. 

18. Further, as noted above, Rogers is under no obligation to carry CCT and is 
operating within the Commission’s rules, given that there is no requirement 
for the carriage of an ethnic Canadian service when a similar non-Canadian one 
is being offered. 

19. Based on all of the above, the Commission finds that Rogers has neither 
conferred a disadvantage on NB Spring nor a preference on itself or any 
other party. 

20. In light of its decision, the Commission does not need to apply the test to 
determine if a preference or disadvantage is undue. 

(emphasis added) 

13. The Commission’s conclusion in Decision 2013-508 was clear.  A BDU that has no 
obligation to distribute a programming service and that is operating in a manner 
consistent with the carriage rules established by the Commission cannot be found to have 
granted a preference or disadvantage under section 9 of the Regulations.  That is the case 
even where the BDU in question is offering other services that are similar to the one 
claiming undue preference. 

14. In 2015, the Commission put in place a new regulatory framework that eliminated access 
rights for all discretionary programming services (including licensed and exempt 
discretionary services) and replaced it with a mechanism designed to provide carriage 
protection to independently-owned discretionary services as a group, rather than 
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individually.2  In establishing the framework in BRP 2015-96, the Commission indicated 
that its access requirement was being replaced by a new 1:1 carriage rule that would 
require each BDU to distribute one independently-owned discretionary service for each 
related discretionary service the BDU offers.3  This, the Commission stated, “would strike 
an appropriate balance between ensuring continued programming diversity and 
providing BDUs with flexibility.”4  The Commission went on to explain that: 

… this new rule would ensure that the diversity of voices is preserved through the 
protection of access for independent services as a group, although no one service 
would be guaranteed access.5 

15. In several decisions issued following the implementation of the new framework, the 
Commission has consistently found that BDUs have no obligation to distribute specific 
independently-owned discretionary services.  Two of those decisions involved a 
discretionary service known as Avis de Recherche.  In Broadcasting Decision CRTC 2016-
38,6 Avis de Recherche incorporée (ADR) submitted a complaint against Bell Canada (Bell) 
claiming that Bell’s decision to cease distribution of its Category B service, Avis de 
Recherche, constituted an undue preference.  The Commission dismissed the complaint 
on the basis that Bell’s decision to stop distributing the discretionary service did not result 
in a preference or disadvantage.  In reaching that conclusion, the Commission emphasized 
that Bell had no obligation to distribute Avis de Recherche: 

24. Under the current regulatory framework, Bell is under no obligation to 
carry Category B services such as Avis de Recherche. Merely ceasing to 
distribute a discretionary service and continuing to distribute other services 
is not, in and of itself, sufficient to establish undue preference. Indeed, in 
Broadcasting Regulatory Policy 2015-96, the Commission announced that 
access privileges will be phased out for all discretionary services in 
recognition of an increased reliance on market forces for the distribution and 
packaging of such services. In such a market, programming services are expected 
to innovate and improve their programming if they are to continue to appeal and 
remain relevant to Canadian viewers. 

(emphasis added) 

16. The Commission came to the same conclusion a month later when it issued Broadcasting 
Decision CRTC 2016-827 in response to a separate undue preference complaint that ADR 
filed in respect of Videotron’s decision to ceased distribution of Avis de Recherche.  Again, 
the Commission reiterated the point that its carriage framework established in BRP 2015-
96 did not require BDUs to distribute specific independently-owned discretionary services: 

 
2 Broadcasting Regulatory Policy CRTC 2015-96 (BRP 2015-96). 
3 This rule is captured under section 19 of the Regulations. 
4 Ibid, at para. 117. 
5 Ibid, at para. 118. 
6 Broadcasting Decision CRTC 2016-38 (Decision 2016-38). 
7 Broadcasting Decision CRTC 2016-82 (Decision 2016-82). 

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2015/2015-96.htm
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2016/2016-38.htm
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2016/2016-82.htm
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30. Under the current regulatory framework, Videotron is under no obligation to 
carry Category B services such as Avis de Recherche. Merely the fact that a 
distributor ceases to distribute a discretionary service while continuing to 
distribute other services is not enough to establish undue preference. Indeed, in 
Broadcasting Regulatory Policy 2015-96, the Commission announced that access 
privileges will be phased out for all discretionary services in recognition of an 
increased reliance on market forces for the distribution and packaging of such 
services. In such a market, programming services are expected to innovate and 
improve their programming if they are to continue to appeal and remain relevant 
to Canadian viewers. 

31. In light of all of the above, the Commission finds that Videotron has not 
conferred a preference on itself and has not subjected ADR to a disadvantage. 

32. Finally, in Broadcasting Regulatory Policy 2013-372, the Commission found 
that it was not appropriate to maintain the 9(1)(h) distribution order for Avis de 
Recherche as it could no longer conclude that the service contributed in an 
exceptional manner to Canadian expression, the reflection of Canadian opinions 
and values and fulfilling the objectives of the Act. Since that time, the 
Commission has also moved towards a regulatory framework that is more 
consumer-centric and provides for greater flexibility (see Broadcasting Regulatory 
Policy 2015-96). Consistent with its determinations in the Let’s Talk TV 
proceeding, the Commission places greater emphasis on establishing the 
regulatory framework necessary to create compelling programming rather 
than on protecting individual programming services. 

(emphasis added) 

17. Another case of note involved a decision by Rogers to cease distribution of the 
discretionary service BBC Kids in 2018. Rogers had provided notice to BBC Kids that we 
would not be renewing the affiliation agreement with the service for valid commercial 
reasons, which included the service’s low viewership.  In that case, the Commission issued 
a letter acknowledging BBC Kids had no access rights and that Rogers was under no 
obligation to carry the service.  While the Commission required the parties to participate in 
a mediation in that case because Rogers had an existing carriage arrangement with BBC 
Kids, the Commission emphasized that: 

… consistent with the approach applied in Decisions 2016-38 and 2016-74 [sic8] 
regarding the continued carriage of Avis de Recherche, the Commission must be 
assured that the programming service has had a fair chance at negotiation and 
that the BDU has valid commercial reasons for its decision to terminate the 
affiliation agreement.9 

 
8 Reference should be to Decision 2016-82. 
9 Broadcasting - Commission letter addressed to Mr. Rudy Buttignol (Knowledge-West Communications 
Corporation) and Mrs. Pamela Dinsmore (Rogers Communications Inc.). 

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2017/lb171107a.htm
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2017/lb171107a.htm
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18. After providing BBC Kids a fair opportunity to make its case for continued distribution, 
Rogers made the decision to cease carriage of the service, based on an analysis that 
demonstrated there was very limited consumer demand for BBC Kids.   

19. Examined together, these cases illustrate that under the regulatory framework adopted in 
BRP 2015-96, a BDU has no obligation to distribute any specific independently-owned 
discretionary service provided that it is meeting the 1:1 carriage rule.   

20. Timeless is attempting to use section 9 of the Regulations to create an access right for its 
OneSoccer service on Rogers’ BDUs.  As the Commission has found in past cases, a BDU 
has no obligation to distribute a discretionary service that does not have an access right 
even in the situation where the BDU is distributing other services that operate in the same 
or a similar genre to the service making the undue preference claim.   

21. If the arguments made by Timeless in its Part 1 application were to prevail, the 
Commission would override its past precedents and would effectively amend the 
regulatory framework governing BDUs established in 2015 without even initiating a proper 
policy proceeding to consider such a fundamental change.  It would also unduly 
disadvantage Rogers in the BDU marketplace because only our BDUs would be required 
to distribute this exempt programming service that is fully discretionary and would have no 
right of access on any other BDU.  

III. OneSoccer is not a competitor to Rogers’ Sportsnet Services 

22. In its Part 1 application, Timeless alleges that Rogers’ decision not to distribute OneSoccer 
is somehow motivated by the fact that our BDUs are vertically integrated and suggests we 
are protecting our affiliated Sportsnet discretionary programming services (Sportsnet and 
Sportsnet One) from competition.  It relies on that allegation as the primary basis for its 
undue preference claim.  The allegation has no merit and is not supported by any 
evidence.   

23. Rogers’ Sportsnet services do not compete with OneSoccer. The Sportsnet services and 
OneSoccer are fundamentally different in a number of key ways. 

24. First, the two Sportsnet services (Sportsnet and Sportsnet One) are mainstream sports 
services that operate in accordance with the extensive conditions of licence outlined in 
Broadcasting Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-562-2.10  In contrast, OneSoccer is a niche, 
exempt discretionary service that operates under the modest terms contained in 
Exemption Order respecting discretionary television programming undertakings serving 
fewer than 200,000 subscribers.11   

25. Second, Timeless chose to operate OneSoccer as a niche, one-sport service focusing 
solely on soccer, rather than applying for a licence to operate as a mainstream sports 

 
10 Broadcasting Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-562-2. 
11 Broadcasting Order CRTC 2015-88. 

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2009/2009-562-2.htm
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2015/2015-88.htm
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service.  It alone made the decision to operate its service in a more narrow genre than our 
Sportsnet services. 

26. Third, OneSoccer appears to be devoted almost exclusively to Canadian soccer.  By 
contrast, the Sportsnet services broadcast a wide range of sports programming that 
includes games from multiple sports leagues:  

• Baseball - Major League Baseball (MLB) and the Toronto Blue Jays; 

• Hockey – National Hockey League (NHL), Calgary Flames, Edmonton Oilers, 
Toronto Maple Leafs and Vancouver Canucks;  

• Basketball – National Basketball Association (NBA) and Toronto Raptors, Women’s 
National Basketball Association (WNBA) and International Basketball Association 
(FIBA);  

• Soccer – Bundesliga, FA Cup and FA Women’s Super League;  

• Rugby – United Rugby Championship, Gallagher Premiership, Super League 
Rugby and National Rugby League (NRL); 

• Racing – IndyCar;  

• Curling – Grand Slam of Curling; 

• Tennis – National Bank Open; and 

• Calgary Stampede.  

27. Fourth, the two Sportsnet services devote only a minimal amount of their schedules to 
soccer-related programming.  For the Sportsnet services, a mere 1.2% of the two 
schedules combined contains soccer programming.  That contrasts with OneSoccer, which 
appears to devote 100% of its programming to Canadian soccer.  

28. Another feature that distinguishes OneSoccer from the Sportsnet services is that the 
broadcast rights it holds for soccer programming appear to be global in scope and are not 
limited to the Canadian market.  Through its partnerships, it has acquired exclusive, global 
rights to the Canadian soccer content that it is making available on a variety of platforms 
throughout the world.12   

29. Given the enormous differences that exist between the programming offered on our 
affiliated Sportsnet services when compared to that offered by OneSoccer and the fact 
that soccer makes up a mere 1.2% of the Sportsnet schedules, it strains credulity for 
Timeless to suggest that OneSoccer would compete in any material way with a 
mainstream sports service like Sportsnet or Sportsnet One. 

 
12 In its Part 1 application, Timeless notes that certain content offered on OneSoccer is being made 
available to third part broadcasters in other countries for distribution on their channels: “OneSoccer 
content is also carried by Fox Sports in the United States, BT Sports in the UK, and by Flow in the 
Caribbean.” 
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30. A niche, single-sport discretionary service, like OneSoccer, is simply not competing in the 
same market and for the same audiences as mainstream multi-sport services, like 
Sportsnet and Sportsnet One, that devote an extremely small amount of their schedules to 
soccer.  For all these reasons, OneSoccer cannot be considered a “comparable entity” to 
either of Rogers’ Sportsnet services.  

31. The same is true for Rogers’ niche sports services, Sportsnet 360 and Sportsnet World.  
Sportsnet 360 is primarily a headline sports service that offers only a nominal amount of 
soccer programming.  As for Sportsnet World, almost 70% of its schedule is dedicated to 
rugby, auto racing and a few other sports.  Just over 30% of the Schedule is devoted to 
German Bundesliga soccer and the English FA Cup.  None of the programming involves 
Canadian soccer leagues, games or teams.   

32. The Commission has recognized in past cases that a preference or disadvantage might be 
found where a licensee has afforded dissimilar treatment to comparable entities.  In each 
of these cases, the complainant claimed that its service offered programming that was 
similar to the programming offered on the BDU’s affiliated service or operated in a similar 
genre.  The Commission dismissed those complaints, finding that no preference or 
disadvantage was granted or conferred because the BDU was not treating comparable 
entities in a dissimilar manner.  

33. For example, in Decision 2016-38, the Commission rejected ADR’s claim that the failure by 
Bell to distribute its independent Category B service created a prima facie case of undue 
preference.  ADR argued Bell’s decision to cease distributing Avis de Recherche while 
continuing to carry its affiliated service Canal D/Investigation (Investigation) constitutes 
a preference. The Commission rejected that claim, in part, because the two services were 
not comparable entities, despite operating in a similar genre: 

30. For the purposes of undue preference complaints, the Commission defines 
preference as dissimilar treatment, by a licensee, of comparable entities. In 
this respect, Investigation and Avis de Recherche cannot be said to be 
comparable entities. While both are Category B services and have justice and 
crime as a common theme, Investigation is more of an entertainment service and 
Avis de Recherche an information service. By ADR’s own admission, they 
approach the genre very differently. ADR contends that Avis de Recherche’s 
success can be better measured by factors such as reach and ability to solve 
crimes. However, its reach appears to be uniquely attributable to the service’s 
distribution on the basic service, rather than to actual viewership to the service, 
which is extremely low. While ability to solve crimes is immaterial to the case at 
hand, the applicant’s evidence supporting its ability to solve crimes is very limited 
at best. 

31. Therefore, the Commission finds that Bell has not conferred a preference 
on itself and has not subjected ADR to a disadvantage by continuing to 
distribute Investigation and other affiliated and unaffiliated services and 
ceasing to distribute Avis de Recherche. 
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(emphasis added) 

34. The Commission made a similar determination in Decision 2016-82, wherein ADR alleged 
Videotron had the incentive and opportunity to engage in anti-competitive conduct due to 
its dominant position as a vertically-integrated entity in Quebec. ADR also argued that 
Videotron’s affiliated service, Le Canal Nouvelles (LCN), competed with its service “as Avis 
de Recherche’s live morning shows constitute an alternative to LCN for viewers of news 
and information talk-show programming.”  The Commission rejected the suggestion that 
LCN and Avis de Recherche were comparable entities: 

29. For the purposes of undue preference complaints, the Commission defines 
preference as dissimilar treatment of comparable entities. In the present 
case, the Commission finds that LCN and Avis de Recherche are not 
comparable entities. Avis de Recherche is a Category B service focussed 
primarily on delivering information on justice and crime. Indeed, Avis de 
Recherche defines itself as a “public safety service.” Additionally, Avis de 
Recherche garners negligible viewership. LCN, by contrast, is a Category C 
national headline news service devoted primarily to reporting and updating news 
and current events throughout the day, which garners significant viewership. 
While LCN may carry some programs on the justice/crime theme, the 
Commission considers that this is insufficient in and of itself to conclude that the 
LCN service is comparable to Avis de Recherche and thus make a finding that a 
preference has been conferred. 

(emphasis added) 

35. It is important to note as well, that, in each of these cases, the Commission did not require 
the BDUs to continue to distribute the independently-owned discretionary service even 
though it was clear that the loss of carriage would significantly reduce its revenues and 
cause material harm to the service.  In the current case involving OneSoccer, Timeless 
cannot even make that claim.  Rogers’ decision not to carry the service will not change its 
current revenues, nor will it put the service in a worse position than it was in before it 
approached us for carriage.  There is simple no evidence of harm.    

36. As a final point on this issue of competition and vertical integration, it should be noted that 
Rogers offers a number of third-party mainstream and niche sports services today on our 
BDUs.  They include the following Canadian and foreign services: 

• TSN1, TSN2, TSN3, TSN4 and TSN5; 
• beIN Sports; 
• Big Ten Network; 
• ESPN Classic Canada; 
• EuroWorldSports; 
• Game+; 
• Golf Channel; 
• Fight Network; 
• Fox Sports Racing; 
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• NFL Network; 
• HPltv International; 
• HPItv Canada; 
• HIP West; 
• MLB Network; 
• NBA TV Canada; 
• REV TV; 
• WWE Network; 
• TVA Sports, TVA Sports 2; 
• RDS; 
• RDS Info; 
• ATN Cricket Plus; 
• ATN Sports; and 
• beIN Sports Espanol. 

37. This provides further evidence, if any is needed, that Rogers is quite willing to distribute 
sports services of all kinds – including those that offer sports services and programming 
that are quite similar to those broadcast on the Sportsnet services – where we believe that 
they will appeal to our customers.  Our decision not to carry OneSoccer is based solely on 
a valid commercial reason (i.e., its limited appeal to our customers).   

IV. OneSoccer is not a service our customers would subscribe to and watch in sufficient 
numbers 

38. In its Part 1 application, Timeless points to the popularity of soccer in Canada, lists the 
broadcast rights to soccer games it has acquired for the Canadian market and suggests 
that these two factors somehow mean that its discretionary service would be popular with 
our BDU customers.   

39. Rogers does not believe that our customers would subscribe to and watch OneSoccer in 
sufficient numbers to merit granting the service a full linear TV channel on our BDU 
systems.  The reality is that OneSoccer holds a very limited collection of premium rights to 
broadcast soccer games.  That severely limits its value and, in our view, does not merit a 
dedicated channel on our BDUs.  That said, Rogers offered to carry the OneSoccer app on 
our Ignite TV and Ignite Streaming platforms when Timeless approached us about 
carriage.  We did that in recognition of the fact that consumers typically access soccer 
programming online.  The migration of soccer to online platforms is discussed further 
below in the next section of this Answer. 

40. Timeless’ own evidence demonstrates that the broadcast rights it holds are limited to a 
modest number of premier soccer games.  It admits that it does not hold the rights to 
broadcast any World Cup games.  Instead, its rights are limited to broadcasting exhibition 
games involving Canada’s national teams and qualifying games for the World Cup, which 
have already been played for this year’s Men’s World Cup tournament.  Even then, that 
premium content only amounted to 14 World Cup qualifying matches over a six-month 
period from September 2021 to March 2022.  The Men’s National Team will not play 
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another qualifying match until 2025.  The Women’s National Team completed its five 
World Cup qualifying matches in July this year and will not play another qualifying game 
for another four years.  The small number of games that Canada’s two National Teams play 
that may pique the interest of Canadians – 19 matches every four years – is woefully 
inadequate to support a fulltime linear channel. 

41. As for the other rights it holds, they have significantly less appeal to consumers in Canada.  
While we do not want to disparage the leagues for which OneSoccer holds rights to 
broadcast games, it is important to look at some of the other sets of rights that Timeless 
has highlighted to assess their value: 

• OneSoccer holds rights to broadcast games of the recently launched 
Canadian Premier League, which is an eight-team lower-level league that 
attracts a modest number of fans.  This is a league where, according to 
reports, the average attendance at games for the current season is under 
##.13  Obviously, it is not a widely popular league whose games would garner 
large audiences on linear TV.  That was demonstrated when these league 
games were aired on CBC’s national television network in the summer of 
2020.  The average minute audience (AMA) numbers for each game 
averaged only   ##   viewers, despite being amplified by being offered on the 
CBC’s national network.14 
 

 

• OneSoccer holds rights to Men’s CONCACAF league games.  In November 
2019, Rogers, Bell and Telus all partnered to offer a pay-per-view (PPV) event 
for a game between Canada and the U.S.  The PPV game was offered for 
free.  Despite that, it obtained a buy rate of only  ##% of Rogers’ subscriber 
base with just over   ##  Rogers customers choosing to watch this free event.    

 

 

• OneSoccer also partnered with the CBC to air CONCACAF Women’s 
Championship games in July of this year, which were qualifying games for the 
Women’s World Cup.  Again, the AMA evidence shows that a very small 

 
13 Canadian Premier League - Attendance figures (Detailed view) | Transfermarkt 
14 Numeris. 

CPL - Sumer 2020

Program Channel Date Weekday Start time End time Episode Name Ind.2+

Sports: Soccer - Canadian Premier League CBC Total 15/08/2020 Saturday 13:00:00 15:04:00 2020-08-15 Canadian Premier League on CBC: York9 FC vs Atletico Ottawa ##

Sports: Soccer - Canadian Premier League CBC Total 15/08/2020 Saturday 15:04:00 17:04:00 2020-08-15 Canadian Premier League on CBC: HFX Wanderers FC vs. Pacific FC ##

Sports: Soccer - Canadian Premier League CBC Total 22/08/2020 Saturday 14:00:00 16:01:00 2020-08-22 Canadian Premier League on CBC: York9 FC vs Valour FC ##

Sports: Soccer - Canadian Premier League CBC Total 22/08/2020 Saturday 16:01:00 18:06:00 2020-08-22 Canadian Premier League on CBC: Forge FC vs Pacific FC ##

Sports: Soccer - Canadian Premier League CBC Total 29/08/2020 Saturday 13:00:00 15:03:00 2020-08-29 Canadian Premier League on CBC: Valour FC vs FC Edmonton ##

Sports: Soccer - Canadian Premier League CBC Total 29/08/2020 Saturday 15:03:00 17:08:00 2020-08-29 Canadian Premier League on CBC: HFX Wanderers FC vs York9 FC ##

Sports: Soccer - Canadian Premier League CBC Total 05/09/2020 Saturday 13:00:00 15:02:00 2020-09-05 Canadian Premier League on CBC: Forge FC vs Valour FC ##

Sports: Soccer - Canadian Premier League CBC Total 05/09/2020 Saturday 15:02:00 17:13:00 2020-09-05 Canadian Premier League on CBC: Cavalry FC vs York9 FC ##

Average ##

Total Rogers TV 

Subscribers

PPV Buys: CONCACAF Soccer

Nov. 15, 2019
Price Buy Rate

1,550,000                        ## $0.00 ##%

https://www.transfermarkt.us/canadian-premier-league/besucherzahlen/wettbewerb/CDN1/plus/1?saison_id=2021
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percentage of Canadians watched the games.  Only one of the five games 
garnered more than   ##    viewers.  The audience for the other games was well 
below that, including the championship final, which only achieved an audience of  
##   viewers.15  

 
 

42. As this AMA and PPV evidence demonstrates, OneSoccer simply does not have enough 
compelling content to entice us to dedicate an entire linear TV channel to the service over 
several years.  OneSoccer offers only a small amount of soccer programming that would 
be compelling to our customers, and it holds only a handful of rights to games we believe 
some of our customers would want to watch.  The vast majority of its programming does 
not garner significant audiences even when that content has been offered on platforms 
that have strong sports brands and large subscriber bases. 

43. Timeless points to the Men’s National Team World Cup qualifying matches and the 
audience numbers they generated this year when aired on Sportsnet as evidence of the 
appeal of its OneSoccer service.  It notes that viewership to one of the Men’s qualifying 
games was “on par – or in excess of – other sport properties, such as the Toronto Blue Jays, 
Toronto Raptors, or National NHL broadcasts.” 

44. There are a few things to emphasize about these numbers.  First, as noted above, those 
qualifying games occur once every four years and won’t be played again until 2025/2026.  
This past cycle, they consisted of 14 games played between September 2021 and March 
2022.  Canadian audiences will have to wait until 2025 for the next World Cup qualifying 
games to be played.  With that frequency, these games certainly cannot form the basis for 
a successful linear TV channel. 

45. Second, in a typical year, Rogers mainstream Sportsnet services air 793 games involving 
the Blue Jays, the Raptors and NHL teams.  That contrasts with the 14 Men’s World Cup 
qualifying soccer games every four years that Timeless suggests are “on par” with the 
sports properties Sportsnet distributes.  Again, the difference between 14 over four years 
and 793 every year is the difference between a full-time linear channel and a small number 
of sporting events more suited for PPV exhibition and/or for airing in partnership with, and 
via, other sports broadcasters.  That is, incidentally, the model employed by UFC, which 
consistently creates premium content from a small number of regularly scheduled events.  
UFC offers its content on a PPV basis and partners with TSN for weekly MMA events.  That 
is a model that might work for OneSoccer.   

 
15 Numeris. 

Network Start Time End Time Program # Stns 2+

CBC Total 24:30:00 26:00:00 Sports: Soccer / 2022-07-05 Concacaf Women's Championship Soccer on CBC: Cana 26 ##

CBC Total 24:30:00 26:00:00 Sports: Soccer / 2022-07-08 Concacaf Women's Championship Soccer on CBC: Pana 26 ##

CBC Total 18:30:00 21:00:00 Sports: Soccer / 2022-07-11 Concacaf Women's Championship Soccer on CBC: Cana 26 ##

CBC Total 25:00:00 26:00:00 Sports: Soccer / 2022-07-14 Concacaf Women's Championship Soccer on CBC: Semi 26 ##

CBC Total 25:00:00 26:00:00 Sports: Soccer / 2022-07-18 Concacaf Women's Championship Soccer on CBC: Fina 26 ##
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46. These are the key reasons why we proposed offering some of OneSoccer’s programming 
on our on-demand platform and as an app on our Ignite TV and Ignite Streaming 
platforms.  OneSoccer offers some programming that is of interest to our customers and 
there are Rogers customers who would likely watch those programs on an on-demand 
platform or through an OTT subscription.  However, OneSoccer does not offer a sufficient 
amount of premium games and programs to warrant a dedicated linear TV channel. 

47. We do not deny that the rights OneSoccer holds to small number of premium soccer 
games are valuable.  However, OneSoccer does not hold enough of those rights to make 
its service compelling to consumers over the course of an entire broadcast year, and 
therein lies the issue.  Holding linear broadcast rights to a modest number of valued 
games is simply not a sufficient basis upon which to create a popular or valued linear 
discretionary TV programming service. 

V. Rogers is not alone – Only one BDU in Canada is distributing OneSoccer  

48. Perhaps the strongest evidence that OneSoccer’s mix of programming is not compelling is 
that only one Canadian BDU has agreed to distribute the service.  Despite that, Timeless 
suggests in its Part 1 application that if Rogers “was a stand-alone BDU, it would want to 
provide highly desirable Canadian content to its customers” and that because Rogers is 
vertically-integrated, its “corporation and other divisions will be concerned about 
OneSoccer’s emergence as a viable broadcaster.” 

49. This argument is not supported by the facts.  With the exception of Telus, no other BDU 
operating in Canada has entered into an affiliation agreement for the carriage of 
OneSoccer.  That includes vertically-integrated BDUs that have affiliated sports services, 
like Bell and Videotron, as well as independently-owned BDUs that do not operate 
affiliated programming services, such as Cogeco, Eastlink, SaskTel and the entire 
membership of the Canadian Communications System Alliance (CCSA).   

50. Clearly, all but one BDU in Canada share Rogers’ view that OneSoccer has limited value to 
consumers and does not merit distribution on the linear BDU platform in Canada. 

VI. Online Rights 

51. In recent years, almost all the rights to broadcast the games of the world’s major soccer 
leagues and premier teams have been acquired by OTT providers and are being 
distributed online by those streaming services.  Linear TV is no longer the primary platform 
Canadians use to watch these premium soccer games.   

52. OneSoccer understands this.  That is why it acquired the online and broadcast rights to 
soccer before it even considered launching a linear TV service.  Furthermore, it is why it has 
made the soccer rights it has acquired available to Canadian consumers online via its 
OneSoccer app ($10/month – https://shop.onesoccer.ca/) and FuboTV ($20/month – 
https://www.fubo.tv/welcome). 

https://shop.onesoccer.ca/
https://www.fubo.tv/welcome
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53. It is also why Rogers’ Sportsnet services offer so few soccer games today.  The two 
Sportsnet services combined aired a total of 109 soccer games, representing 218 hours of 
programming, from Bundesliga, F.A. Cup and F.A. Women’s Super League. during the 
2021-22 season.  The number of games is broken down by property as follows:    

• Bundesliga (German First Division): 58 
• F.A. Cup: 15  
• F.A. Women’s Super League: 36 

54. As noted previously, that accounts for 1.2% of the two Sportsnet services’ overall 
programming schedules annually.  Obviously, soccer is not a significant part of Sportsnet’s 
schedules and has declined in importance over the years, as the rights to some of the 
more popular soccer leagues and teams have moved to OTT services. 

55. Those rights to broadcast premium soccer games in Canada are now mostly held by 
foreign OTT services.  The current rights holders to these premium games and leagues are 
the following: 

• DAZN (OTT): UEFA Champions League 

• FuboTV (OTT): English Premier League, Serie A (Italian), Ligue 1 (French – via beIN 
Sports) 

• Apple TV+ (OTT): Major League Soccer / MLS 

• beIN Sports (OTT and Linear): Ligue 1 (French) 

• Sportsnet (OTT and Linear): Bundesliga (German) 

• TSN (OTT and Linear): La Liga (Spanish)   

• OneSoccer (OTT and Linear): Canadian Women’s and Men’s qualifier/exhibition 
matches – excluding World Cup, Canadian Premier League 

56. In the current environment where broadcast rights for the premium leagues and teams 
have migrated online, there is little value in offering a soccer service like OneSoccer on our 
linear BDU platform.  Again, every BDU in Canada, except Telus, appears to have made 
this same assessment and has chosen not to distribute OneSoccer on their linear 
platforms.  Recognizing this, as noted above, Rogers did offer to carry the OneSoccer app 
on the Ignite TV and Ignite Streaming platforms. 

VII. Setting an Inappropriate Precedent 

57. If Rogers was forced to distribute OneSoccer as a linear discretionary TV programming 
service, the Commission would set a precedent that would open the floodgates to any 
other licensed or exempt discretionary programming undertaking to make a similar undue 
preference argument against a vertically-integrated BDU that refuses to carry its service.  
That would threaten the regulatory framework for the carriage of discretionary services 
established by the Commission 2015.  The entire industry would return to an era of access 
rights and mandatory carriage as discretionary service after discretionary service would 
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have an incentive to claim undue preference against BDUs for declining to carry their 
services. 

VIII. Conclusion 

58. For all of the reasons outlined in this Answer, Rogers submits that Timeless has failed to 
discharge its burden of demonstrating that our decision not to distribute OneSoccer 
constitutes a preference or disadvantage.    

59. Rogers is designating certain viewership information filed as part of this Answer as 
confidential in accordance with sections 31 and 32 of the CRTC Rules of Practice and 
Procedure.  The information is commercial information that is confidential and has been 
consistently treated as confidential by Rogers. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Dinsmore 
Vice President, Regulatory Cable 
 
 
c.c.:  Timeless Inc. 

  
 

*** End of Document *** 




